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Background and Aim

Ischaemic perinatal stroke (IPS) is a common cause of cerebral palsy (CP) in new-born infants. Those children develop neurological deficits which lead to gait disorders. Ankle foot orthoses (AFOs) are an important factor in immediate and continual gait improvement for children with CP. For structuring the orthotic treatment, the pathological gait of CP patients can easily be assessed by using the Amsterdam Gait Classification (fig. 1) [1]. According to this classification, the characteristics of an AFO can be defined individually for each gait type [2]. A well-structured orthotic treatment can assist physiotherapeutic approaches and create new cerebral connections by using the right motor impulses [3].

Research question: Are there long-term changes in kinematic and spatio-temporal gait parameters by wearing dynamic AFOs?

Materials and Methods

Fig. 1: Amsterdam Gait Classification – pathological gait of CP patients is classified in 5 gait types which can be easily assisted by reevaluating knee position and foot contact in mid stance. Our case study patient is gait type 5 (fixed knee and complete foot contact). This gait type is named ‘crouch gait’ as well.

Table 1: Immediate effects of the dynamic AFO at DD and FU. Long-term effects are shown in the differences between results of DD w/o AFO and FU w/o AFO. Immediate effects are improvements of ankle dorsiflexion in swing and peak ankle dorsiflexion. Long-term effects can be seen in most kinematic and spatio-temporal gait parameters.

Results

On DD the AFO improved kinematic and spatio-temporal gait parameters. Increasing ankle dorsiflexion in swing and initial contact, enabling passive plantar flexion at loading response and decreasing peak ankle dorsiflexion in mid stance were immediate effects of the dynamic AFO (tab. 1). During three months of wearing the AFO, the CP patient had come closer to a physiological gait which shows in a less flexed hip, knee and ankle during stance with and without AFO at FU – especially in mid stance. The dynamic properties of the AFO improved spatio-temporal gait parameters even without AFO. An adaptation process is stated by these long-term changes in gait but the presence of new cerebral connections after IPS must still be proved.

Discussion and Conclusion

Measurements on DD showed increased step length (+5%), longer single-supported (+8%) and shorter double-supported phase (-19%) with AFO. Ankle plantar flexion diminished in swing until loading response by 7° and knee flexion in stance by 5°. FU showed increased stride length (+5%), velocity (+8%) and cadence (+2%) plus reduced hip (-10°) and knee flexion (-3°) in stance with and without AFO, compared to DD.
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